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Oh brother! Jim brings Bible-thumping back 
Jim Christian 
News Editor 
As the crowd of over 200 reached 
yet another crescendo of heckling, 
laughing, and finger-pointing, the 
same sort of banter that had lashed 
the lawn in front of Landrum for two 
days continued. 
"Whore!," accused the man who 
held the crowd's attention, whom 
first-timers had to see to believe the 
stories they had heard. 
His glaring eyes and pointing fin- 
ger had picked out yet another victim 
to bestow his hex upon. She was a 
coed sporting sorority letters and a 
mini-skirt. She was also smoking. 
"A girl who puts a cigarette in her 
mouth will put anything in her 
mouth!," he said as he turned to the 
crowd. Most of the uproarious group 
loved it. And like puppies with tails 
wagging in anticipation of their 
master's next words, be they kind or 
not, they wanted more. 
Most, but not all. 
One stood and asked: "Why do you 
call her a whore?" 
"Because she wears a mini-skirt 
and smokes," the preacher dressed in 
an expensive-looking suit with pants 
held up by suspenders answered. 
"And all whores wear mini-skirts 
and smoke!" 
The crowd was now silent, save a 
few comments whispered to friends, 
as the volley continued. "But you 
wear a suit and all mafia guys wear 
suits. Does that make you a mafi- 
oso?" 
The crowd erupted and the heck- 
ling started over again. 
Normally a scene featuring hun- 
dreds of people voicing opinions on 
masturbation, fornication, and the 
like in the center of campus would 
jolt the GSC community the way a 
unbeknownst hurricane in Decem- 
ber would take a sleepy coastal town 
by surprise. 
But this was just Brother Jim. And 
for the veterans of three similar 
storms in the last four years, the 
Brother Jim Giles bids adieu for another year. 
most recent onslaught was well-pre- 
pared for. This is my fourth year at 
GSC and I've now seen (Brother Jim) 
three times," one onlooker said. "And 
Jump Rope 
raises $1,800 
Jim Christian 
News Editor 
Over 180 students and faculty 
members participated in the Jump 
Rope For Heart event held recently 
in the Hanner Fieldhouse and raised 
over $1,800 for the American Heart 
Association. 
The event was deemed a success by 
its organizers, members of Sciences 
of Health, Athletics, and Physical 
Education (SHAPE). A group of 
nursing students raised $594.83 
from pledges for each minute 
jumped, the most of any team com- 
peting. 
Winning team members included 
Annette Caraway, Lynn Guston, 
Tanya Mitchum, Jeanne Sinopoli, 
Molly Knight, and Lee Walker. 
Each member from the winning 
team will receive a portable radio 
and a free sundae from Baskin Rob- 
bins, SHAPE member Scott Palmer 
said. In addition, Mitchum raised 
the most money in the individual 
competition. 
Palmer said that prizes should be 
available by March 5, and that all 
participants eligible for prizes (those 
raisingatleast$15) should call event 
coordinator Dee Ramsey at 681-0200 
to find out where to pick them up. 
In addition to the four hour compe- 
tition, teams from College Park, Ga. 
and Nevils Elementary School put on 
a jump rope exhibition. Members of the Eagle baseball team jump rope for heart 
Governor declares state "Financial Aid Week" 
GSC News Service 
Governor Joe Frank Harris has 
proclaimed this week "Student Fi- 
nancial Aid Awareness Week," rec- 
ognition that comes at a particularly 
important time for students who will 
need help in meeting the costs of 
attending college. 
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"Our application period spans 
about three months, from January 1 
to April 15 each year," said GSC 
Assistant Director of Financial Ad 
Gordon Alston. "It is the period we 
want students to file their requests 
with us for the many programs of 
financial aid offered to them at Geor- 
gia Southern." 
More than 6,500 requests for assis- 
tance will be filed by current and 
incoming Georgia Southern stu- 
dents," Alston said. "It is very impor- 
tant that they apply by the April 15 
deadline." 
Some 56percent of GSC students 
receive some form of financial aid, 
ranging from government-backed 
loans to academic scholarships. 
About $6.09 million in aid was as- 
signed to GSC students this aca- 
demic year. 
Students seeking financial aid 
must have complete information 
concerning income and assets on file 
with the Office of Financial Aid be- 
fore their eligibility can be deter- 
mined. GSC students and prospec- 
tive students should contact the fi- 
nancial aid office for 1989-90 aid 
packages or other information. 
his story never changes." 
When storms threaten, most board 
up the windows and head for high 
ground to seek refuge. "No, I didn't 
see him," junior Terry Harvin said. "I 
didn't want to listen to his b.s." 
A campus police officer said he was 
glad to see Brother Jim go. "I remem- 
ber when he was here three years 
ago. People would throw ice at him," 
he said. "And doughnuts. Just any- 
thing they could get from Landrum. 
It was just a headache." 
On the other hand, there are al- 
ways those brave enough to ride out 
the storm, facing it with fists 
clenched, staring it in the eye. 
And those are the ones Brother Jim 
Giles plays to. 
"I play off the hecklers, use them to 
keep things going," he said. "I guess 
you could say I play the crowd." 
Growing up in a Roman-Catholic 
home in Evansville, Ind., he said he 
was "totally opposed to Christian- 
ity." Duringhis adolescentyears, the 
26-year-old preacher admitted, he 
used drugs, drank alcohol, and "for- 
nicated and masturbated." All things 
which he vehemently opposes today. 
"Those things are tools of the 
devil," he said. 
Ironically, Giles claims he was 
savedataVan Halenconcertin 1980. 
It was at that time that he dropped 
out of school at Indiana Tech to an- 
swer his "calling" to be a preacher, he 
said. 
Giles met evangelist and Campus 
Ministry founder Jeb Smock in 1982 
at a revival in Evansville. He says 
Smock introduced him to "The De- 
stroyers," a group of touring 
preaches so named "because they 
destroy the work of the devil." 
Giles has been with the group for 
seven years, during which time he 
has preached to audiences at 215 
college campuses in 42 states. His 
visit last Thursday and Friday to 
GSC was his fourth. 
Speaking of GSC, Giles said the 
audiences he has encountered here 
See Brother, page 2 
Multi-agency drug bust 
nets two arrests recently 
Jim Christian 
News Editor 
Two Statesboro residents were 
arrested Jan. 27 on charges of co- 
caine possession after members of 
local, state, and federal law enforce- 
ment agencies executed a search 
warrant shortly before midnight. 
Following the search at 1608 
Chandler Rd., in which agents seized 
a quantity of "crack" cocaine and 
approximately $1,400 of suspected 
drug proceeds, Tracy Lee Lundy, 22, 
and Michael Latrance Bellamy were 
arrested, GSC Campus police said. 
The warrant was served as a result 
of a week long joint agency narcotics 
investigation involving GSC Cam- 
pus Police, the Statesboro police 
Dept., the Georgia Bureau of Investi- 
gation, and the Federal Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, re- 
ports stated. 
Lundy was also charged with ag- 
gravated assault stemming from an 
outstanding Candler County war- 
rant. The two are currently being 
held in the Statesboro City Jail pend- 
ing further court proceedings. 
Husband-wife teaching 
team wins national award 
GSC News Service 
Drs. Jane A. Page and Fred Page, 
Jr., associate professors in the School 
of Education, were recently pre- 
sented a Special Merit Award from 
Project Innovation, publisher of 
three national journals. 
The award, noted in a recent issue 
of College Student Journal, was 
given for their "repeated involve- 
ment of the husband-wife profes- 
sional team in worthwhile research 
to improve the role of teachers, excel- 
lent contributions to teacher evalu- 
ation, their focus on objectivity in the 
educational process, and the un- 
usual contributions of Jane Page as a 
female educator." 
Project Innovation honors indi- 
viduals who have "made a differ- 
ence," said George Uhlig, chairman 
of the award board. The honorees 
have ranged from school superinten- 
dents to noted psychologists and 
educators, to a chief justice of the 
Supreme Court and the former secre- 
tary of education. 
The Pages both received their BS 
Ed., M.Ed, and Ed.S. degrees from 
GSC, and their Ph.D. degrees from 
Mississippi State University. 
Dr. Jane Page Dr. Fred Page 
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New chemistry computer will 
make students1 learning easier 
GSC News Service 
With the help of some newly-ac- 
quired computer equipment that 
monitors experiments, GSC chemis- 
try students will find learning basic 
principals of the coursework less a 
bit less confusing then before. 
"At the undergraduate level, what 
students need are experiments that 
they can understand," said Dr. 
Robert Nelson, who learned of the 
availability of the computer help at a 
recent National Science Foundation 
workshop. "We can use a computer to 
make data-taking faster and more 
accurate, thereby getting better 
quality data." 
By attaching computer-controlled 
At least 800 students 
will visit here Feb. 18 
GSC News Service 
More than 800 high school seniors 
and parents who are considering 
choices for college will get a closer 
look at GSC on winter visitation day 
Feb. 18. 
GSC admissions officials antici- 
pate "another big turnout" for the 
Saturday open house on campus, a 
quarterly event which drew more 
than 1,100 visitors fall quarter. Col- 
lege students transferring from 
other institutions also take advan- 
tage of the opportunity to tour the 
campus. 
Students and parents are invited 
to meet with housing, admissions, 
and financial aid counsellors as well 
as representatives of each academic 
department and to eat lunch at Lan- 
drum. The day opens at 9:30 a.m. at 
KA sponsors 
marathon 
Jim Christian 
News Editor 
Kappa Delta sorority will sponsor 
an aerobics marathon Feb. 28 to 
benefit the St. Joseph's Home for 
Boys in Statesboro. 
The marathon will be held from 4 to 
6 p.m. at Thursday's on Chandler 
Road. Admission is $3, a KA spokes- 
person said, and door prizes will be 
given away. 
Correction 
The George-Anne errone- 
ously reported that Savannah 
State College was included in 
GSC's proposal to the Georgia 
Board of Regents as one of the 
five colleges to merge as a single 
regional university. 
The five colleges mentioned 
in the plan as such are GSC, 
Armstrong State College, 
Brunswick College, East Geor- 
gia College, and the Skidaway 
Institute of Oceanography. We 
regret this mistake. 
It is the policy of the George- 
Anne to correct errors of fact 
appearing in the news columns. 
Brother 
Continued from page 1 
rate among "the worst." Referring to 
the taunting and threatening, he 
said he is "not worried for his per- 
sonal safety. These people are bluff- 
ing, trying to intimidate me." 
He attributes the reaction to "the 
general lack of intelligence of the 
GSC student body." 
"At the brighter universities I don't 
receive such an irrational response," 
he said. Giles noted that in his four 
years coming here, he has not "been 
able to preach an entire day without 
being asked to leave for my own 
safety." 
But, he said, he will be back. He 
said the "fornicators," the "drunk- 
ards," the "rock-and-roll freaks," and 
the "lusty, lusty, lusty" girls in mini- 
skirts, shorts, and tight jeans need to 
hear his message. 
And, whether they believe his 
message or just want to be enter- 
tained, there will no doubt be plenty 
brave enough to withstand the force 
of Hurricane Jim. 
Free! 
(Always) 
Classifieds mrm Always 
Fro* for Students 
(XS -words or less) 
Hanner Fieldhouse and concludes 
around 3 p.m. 
sensors for temperature to the ex- 
periment, the new equipment can 
take measurements that used to be 
done by the students. This frees them 
to concentrate on the ongoing proc- 
esses of the experiment instead of 
constant data-taking, Nelson said. 
He was able to purchase the equip- 
ment at a great savings to the college 
by learning of their availability from 
certain companies while at the re- 
cent workshop. 
The workshop was designed to 
teach instructors how to properly 
connect desktop computers to scien- 
tific instruments to obtain data and 
help control chemical functions. 
Students in Dr. Robert Nelson's chemistry labs are better Pictured, L-R, are Nelson, Amy Pace, Jon Simmons.and 
able to grasp basic chemistry with new equipment.  Jeffrey Fountain. 
As part of campuswide 
observances for Black History 
Month, a play was presented 
Monday at McCroan Auditorium. 
The production — "Do Lord 
Remeber Me" is an adaptation by 
James DeJongh of a play 
recountin the black experience in 
America. Pictured atleft is one of 
the principle characters in the 
drama. The play was sponsored by 
GSC's Campus Life Enrichment 
Committee, the Black Awareness 
Month Committee, the Georgia 
Council for the Arts through the 
General Assembly, Alternate 
ROOTS, and the National 
Endowment for the Arts. (Photo: 
Nancy Umbarger) 
tu 
DIET CENTER 
WORKS! 
Special discount for GSC 
students and faculty 
No Medical Fees 
No Contracts 
Free Consultation 
•♦•Healthy quick-loss 
♦ You can lose 17-25 lbs. 
in six weeks 
♦ You will be successful 
♦ Easiest diet available 
DieL€fc 
489-8377 
Center- 
408 S. Zetterower Ave. 
BTATEBBDRD   MALL      PRESENTS 
Sunday, February 19,  1969  -  3:00 P.M. - Center Stage 
Contestant a   will model caaual/spoitiwear outfit of their choice. 
Trophies will be awarded to the winner,  lat, 2nd, and 3rd 
runuers-up in each age division.  The winner in each age 
division will receive additional prim. 
AGE DIVISIONS 
2-4 '89 BABY FASHION MODEL    $50 SAVINGS BOND 
$25 STATESBORO MALL 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
5 - 6 '89 TINY FASHION MODEL S50 SAVINGS BOND 
525 STATESBORO MALL 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
7 - 10 • 69 PETITE FASHION MODEL 550 SAVINCS BOND 
523 STATESBORO MALL 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
1 1 - 1J '89 YOUNG FASHION MODEL IU GOLD NUCCET RING 
U - 16 ■as JUNIOR FASUION MODEL UK HERRINGBONE 
BRACELET 
ULTIMA II FACE ART 
COLOUR PALETTE 
(570.00 Value) 
17 4 OLDER '89 MODEL OF THE YEAK BARB1Z0N SCHOLARSHIP 
I0K DIAMOND AND 
SAPPHIRE KTNG 
*Barbizon will be giving a full scholarship to their major ■odeling prograoi to the  'By Model of the Year(J7 4 older 
age category only). 
Each contestant will receive a Model Search '89-T-shirt  for 
participating. 
A Hin Photogenic Award will be given to a winner in each age 
division.   Photogenic Pictures will be judged prior to the 
pageant. 
v.  KKllHAKSAI.i THURSDAY, FEBRUARY  16th AT 8:U0 r . M. J£ 
MDDEL SEARCH '89 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
BIRTHDATE AGE ON DATE OF PAGEANT 
['A KENT S NAME_ 
ADDRESS 
FAVORITE ACT1VITY_ 
FAVORITE COLOR  
COLOR OF HAIR  COLOR OF EYES_ 
S35.00 ENTRY FEE MUST BE ENCLOSED.   MAKE CHECK PAYABLE TO 
STATESBORO MALL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION.   THERE WILL UK A 
PHOTO SESSION PRIOR TO THE PACEANT.   ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED 
BY FEBRUAKY  13,  1989.  FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 764-7644. 
MAIL TO:   STATESBORO MALL OFFICE 
P.O.  BOX  1044 
  STATFSRORO {jEDRPIA.  3045" 
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY, INC. 
CELEBRATES BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
A TRILOGY OF A BLACK MAN 
THE WAY IT WAS... 
THE WAY IT IS... 
THE WAY IT SHOULD BE ... 
Carter G. Woodson Memorial Media Collection 
This collection is a tribute to Carter G. Woodson, 
the man whose idea it was to honor Afro-Ameri- 
cans during the month of February. The collec- 
tion will contain all forms of media about Afro- 
Amercians representing the past, the present, 
and the future. Donations and contributions (i.e. 
films, books, tapes,art work, coins, checks et. al.) 
for this collection are being accepted at Hender- 
son Library, Georgia Southern College, on behalf 
of the Zeta Delta Delta chapter of Omega Psi Phi 
Fraternity, Inc. through May 8,1989. All organi- 
zatios, clubs, and individuals are encouraged to 
make donations at this time. For more informa- 
tion contact Todd Ennis at 681-7468. 
Art Exhibit 
This exhibit will begin on Tuesday February 21, 
1989 at 7:00 p.m. at the Foy Fine Arts Building 
with artwork centered around the theme, A Tril- 
ogy of a Black Man: The Way It Was, The Way It 
Is, And The Way It Should Be. The exhibit will 
showcase artwork from local contributors at 
Georgia Southern College and the surrounding 
area. All individuals wishing to display any form 
of orginal artwork should contact Lafayette Troup 
at 681-7468 by February 17, 1989. 
Future Events of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. 
Include the Following: 
1. Talent Showcase '89 Be on "Que" for more details 
2. Omega Week '89 May 15-21 
3. Mardi Gras '89 May 20 
4. Spring Quarter Step Show 
V,^ 
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20 beauties vie for Miss GSC crown Saturday 
Jim Christian 
News Editor 
The annual Miss GSC Pageant, an 
official preliminary to the Miss Geor- 
gia Pageant, will be held Friday at 
the McCroan Auditorium, beginning 
at 7:30 p.m. 
Students entered in the pageant, 
their sponsors, and their talent pres- 
entations include Melissa A Kitch- 
ens, Kappa Delta, tap dancing to 
That's Entertainemtn; Laura Long, 
Olliff Hall, monologue entitled 
"Please God I'm only 17"; Lynne 
White, Akins Pharmacy, chalk talk 
to Watercolor Ponies; and Donna 
Collins, Brinson's IGA and Collins 
Body Shop, song When You Wish 
Upon a Star. 
Also participating are Melissa 
Morrison, Hendricks Hall, dance 
routine to Bye Bye Blackbird; Wendy 
Tararoot, Pi Sigma Epsilon, song, 
The Rose; Heather Gasaway, Zeta 
Tau Alpha, jazz routine to Control; 
Skye Baxley, no sponsor, dance and 
baton routine to We Dance So Close | 
to the Fire; and Rebecca Arnsdorf, 
Johnson Hall, acrobatic/streamer 
routine to We Got The Power. 
Also Paula Rowell, Chi Omega, 
pantomine a typical school day in the 
life of a mischievous little girl; Tracy 
Brunelle, Spanish Club, song Caba- 
ret; Melanie Fulghum, Alpha Omi- 
cron Pi, song Through the Eyes of 
Love; Kristin Haller, Alpha Omicron 
Pi, dance routine to Don't Go; and 
Tony Michalko, Chi Omega, dance to 
Told Ya I Love Ya Now Get Out. 
And, Dawn Stephens, Phi Mu, tap 
dance to Sing and Swing; Kara Mar- 
tin, Gail Hursey School of Dance, tap 
dance to Go Into Your Dance; Angela 
Buchanan, Phi Mu Pledge Class of 
1988, song On My Own; Chantel 
McDaniel, Styles by B. J., artistic 
illustration; Starla McSwain, Alpha 
Delta Pi, piano performance to All I 
Ask of You and Phantom of the Op- 
era; and Jennifer Fisher, Delta Tau 
Delta, clogging to Amos Moses. 
Admission to the event is $2 with a 
student ID, $4 otherwise. 
Be A "Certified Smiggler" 
Visit our Hallmark Valentine Shop for T-Shirts, Teddy Bears, 
Valentine Balloons, Russell Stover Candy and of course, 
Hallmark Valentines! 
Southern   Days   &.Nights 
February 9, 1989 
8 p.m. Georgia Performers' series, White and 
White, Foy Recital Hall 
February 11, 1989 
GSC Basketball vs. Stetson, Hanner Field- 
house 
8 a.m. ACT Test, Williams, Hollis, Biology LH 
5:15 p.m. Lady Eagles vs. Georgia State Uni- 
versity, Hanner Fieldhouse 
8 p.m. Miss GSC Pageant, McCroan Audito- 
rium 
February 13, 1989 
4 p.m. General faculty meeting, Foy Recital 
Hall 
7:30 p.m. Lady Eagles vs. Mercer University, 
Hanner Fieldhouse 
February 14, 1989 
8   p.m.  Alexander  String  Quartet,   CLEC 
Concert, Foy Recital Hall 
9:15 p.m. Reception, Campus life enrichment, 
Foy Gallery 303 
February 16, 1989 
Student teacher applications deadline for 
1990-91 
GSC Basketball vs. Hardin Simmons, Han- 
ner Fieldhouse 
8 a.m. Model UN, through Feb. 18, Williams 
Center 
'1 p.m. Academic programs and curriculum 
committee,   Dean's   Conference   Room, 
Carroll 
8 p.m. Faculty recital, GSC Empire Trio, Foy 
Recital Hall 
February 18, 1989 
GSC Basketball vs. Texas - San Antonio, 
Hanner Fieldhouse 
8 a.m. Visitation Day, Hanner Fieldhouse 
February 19,1989 
Afro American Choir Concert, Foy Recital 
Hall 
February 21,1989 
3 p.rh. Focus on excellence, Museum Lecture 
hall 
8 p.m. Faculty recital, piano duo, Da Roza and 
Marchionni, Foy Recital Hall 
February 22,1989 
10:30 a.m. Statesboro/Georgia Southern 
Symphony Youth Concert, Hanner Field- 
house 
8 p.m. Guest recital, Victoria Harms, piano, 
Foy Recital Hall 
February 23, 1989 
3 p.m. Arts and Sciences Advisory Council, 
Foy 316 
February 25,1989 
7:30 p.m. Lady Eagles vs. Florida A & M 
University, Hanner Fieldhouse 
Chairman Michael Lomax 
Lomax 
to speak 
STAFF REPORTS 
Michael Lomax, chairman of the 
Fulton County Board of Commis- 
sioners and an Atlanta mayoral can- 
didate, will deliver the keynote ad- 
dress for Black Awareness Month at 
7 p.m., February 13 in Foy Recital 
Hall. 
Lomax is considered by many to be 
a "rising star' in state politics. His 
record of public service began in 1975 
when he was appointed director of 
Cultural Affairs for the City of At- 
lanta. In 1977 he was named com- 
missioner of Parks, Libraries, and 
Cultural Affairs. Lomax was elected 
to the Board of Commissioners in 
1978and was elected chairman in 
1981. He has announced his intent to 
run for the office of the Mayor of 
Atlanta. 
The commissioner graduated 
Magna Cum Laude from Morehouse 
College, received a master's degree 
in English literature from More- 
house College, received a masters 
degree in English Literature from 
Columbia University and a Ph.D. 
from Emory University in American 
and Afro-American literature. 
A member of the advisory board for 
the School of Advanced Interna- 
tional Studies, he also is an associate 
professor of the English at the Uni- 
versity of Georgia. He serves on the 
board of directors of the United Way 
of Metropolitan Atlanta, the At- 
lanta-Fulton County Library, the 
Atlanta Regional Commission, the 
Atlanta Convention and Visitors 
Bureau, the Fulton County Board of 
Health, the Atlanta Historical Soci- 
ety, and the Arts Festival of Atlanta. 
February 27,1989 
8 a.m. Early spring registration, thorugh 
March 3, Williams Dining Hall 
February 28, 1989 
4 p.m. Faculty Senate, Southern Center 
8 p.m. GSC Symphonic Band and Wind En- 
semble - Sousa, Foy Recital Hall 
March 1,1989 
1 p.m. General student recital, Foy Recital 
Hall 
March 2,1989 
GSC Basketball vs. Samford, Hanner Field- 
house 
8 p.m. GSC chorus, Foy Recital Hall 
March 4,1989 
GSC Basketball vs. Lttle Rock, Hanner Field- 
house 
8 a.m. CPE Exam, Biology Lecture Hall 
March 7, 1989 
8 a.m. ISAT Test, Williams Dining Hall and 
111 
March 8,1989 
3 p.m. Academic programs and curriculum 
committee, Dean's Conference Room, 
Carroll 
8 p.m. GSC Chamber Singers, Foy Recital 
Hall 
March 9, 1989 
TAAC Tournament at Little Rock, through 
March 11, Little Rock 
8 a.m. GED Exam, Williams Dining Hall and 
111 
8 a.m. Schedule adjustments for spring, also 
March 10, Williams Dining Hall 
9 a.m. Art Exhibit, Clay Forms, through 
March 31, Foy Gallery 303 
12 N Reception, Exhibit opening, 12:00 noon, 
Foy Gallery 303 
3 p.m. Arts and Sciences Advisory Council, 
Foy 316 
March 10,1989 
8 p.m. Statesboro/Georgia Southern Sym- 
phony, Foy Recital Hall 
March 11, 1989 
8 a.m. SAT Test, Williams, Biology, Hollis 
9 a.m. MAT Test, Math/Physics 209 
10 a.m. 7th Annual Youth Arts Festival, 
Sweetheart Circle 
March 12,1989 
8 p.m. Faculty Recital, Michaelson, Brown, 
Da Roza Braz, Foy Recital Hall 
March 14,1989 
Last class day, winter quarter, campuswide 
8 p.m. GSC Jazz Ensemble Concert, Foy 
Recital Hall 
March 18,1989 
6 p.m. Residence Halls close, campuswide 
String Quartet to perform 
By Carrie Neurath 
Special to The George-Anne 
Raw talent and refined musical 
ability - such are the qualities that 
separate musicians from artists and 
turn mere notes into music. 
These qualities have come to their 
fruition in a group of musicians 
deemed the best in the world. 
The Alexander String Quartet, a 
group of musicians composed of vio- 
lin virtuosos, in considered to be one 
of the finest combinations of musical 
and technical abilities and has been 
recognized for these abilities by cap- 
turing prestigious awards and hon- 
ors that are unprecendented in the 
world of music. 
The quartet attracted worldwide 
attention ewhen it won the Interna- 
tional String Quartet Competition in 
England, the first American quartet 
to win the award. As a result, the 
group was scheduled to debut in 
London   and  beran   an  extensive 
European tour that included Italy, 
Ireland, and France. 
GSC will be included in the quar- 
tet's tour when the group performs at 
8 p.m. on February 14 at Foy Fine 
Arts Recital Hall. All GSC students, 
staff and faculty are admitted free of 
charge with IDs. Tickets will be $5 
for adults, $3 for GSC spouses, and 
$2 for children and non-GSC stu- 
dents. 
The Alexander String Quartet was 
founded in New York City in 1981 
after its members completed their 
formal musical training at various 
See Strings, page 10 
VIDEO BUTTONS 
A picture of yourself taken by a video 
camera and mounted on a button ... 
INSTANTLY!!! 
Tuesday, Feb. 14 
Williams Center •    11:00am. - 1:00pm. 
FREE 
Sponsored by EHB 
rwwwbaajs 
The Alexander String Quartet will perform here at Foy on Feb. 14th. 
& 
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RESTAURANTE 
MEXICANO 
Buy one numbered 
combination meal and 
get another one for half price 
406 Fair Road 764-9828 
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NEW RENTAL RATES 
First   Day 2.50 per tape 
Second   Day 3.00 per tape 
Third   Day 5.50 per tape 
Fourth   Day 8.00 per tape 
WEDNESDAY SPECIAL 
Rent 3  for the  price  of 2 
WIDE SELECTION OF 
NINTENDO $2.50 PER DAY 
STATESBORO SQUARE    •    NORTHSIDE DRIVE EAST 764-8496 
A SOLDIER'S 
STORY 
" A SOLDIER'S STORY is a marvelous 
movie.... exhilarating. Director Noman 
Jewison has done a masterful job with 
an impeccable cast." 
-NEW YORK POST 
Sponsored by: 
ERB 
Sat. Feb. 11   9:00 p.m. 
Sun. Feb. 12 8:00 & 10:00 p.m. 
Biology Lecture Hall 
$1.00 Admission 
MELVIN GEORGE 
COMEDIAN 
Sponsored By: 
fggpgwgro 
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8:00p.m. 
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Mandatory attendance 
infringes on student rights 
A catch-all attendance policy at a college-soon-to-become-a- 
university? It's a slap in the face of students-soon-to-become- 
adults. Is that supposed to teach us to go to work every day when 
we get out of school or we're off the salary or make GSC look like 
it ha? the most interesting classes and instructors in the state? 
If it was enforced, no doubt the latter would be the motive. 
The SGA recently offered their vote against mandatory class 
attendance with the reasoning that students are big enough for 
themselves to decide what's best for them, even if that is staying 
home and watching soaps. The George-Anne concurs. 
Penalizing students for not attending classes is absurd. 
Students help pay for the college, the faculty, the staff AND the 
classes. They have a right to choose whether or not they will take 
advantage of their investments or let them rot away until the 
opportunity is gone. By the same token, they can decide for 
themselves if three missed classes a quarter is too much or too 
little; it's their prerogative. 
A mandatory attendance policy has no place in a college or 
university where students are shaping their futures by learning 
responsibility or shunning it on their own. There is much to be 
gained or nothing to be gained; let the students decide which 
road to follow. The learning process can be easily stunted by re- 
strictions, especially those which contradict the unspoken 
rights students should have. 
Georgia sales tax hike 
beneficial if funding for 
GSU can be approved 
Now that the Board of Regents is allowing for a regional 
university and south Georgia has a good chance of satisfying its 
need for higher education, the que^ti™- has surfaced. Where will 
the money come from? 
If the legislature passed an increase in sales tax by one cent, 
creating an additional revenue of about $700 million, the chance 
for university status would be far greater. 
GSC is ahead in the running for university status—we're the 
only college in the state with a Level A rating for master 
programs, we have the highest enrollment and we have the 
largest growth rate in the area. A raise in the state sales tax, at 
a comparatively low rate of three percent since 1971, just might 
be the legislative push needed to make GSU a reality. 
Although revenue from a sales tax hike maybe used instead 
to fund roadwork, welfare and property taxes, the existence of 
additional money may influence legislators to allocate funds for 
a south Georgia university, preferably GSU. 
The George-Anne proposes a raise in sales tax for its poten- 
tial funding of GSU; it's primary effects may be bothersome but 
it's outcome valuable. 
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Breaking the chain of all racial prejudice 
"Break the Chain" 
Break the chain 
My Lord 
so I can share all 
of thy love 
Break the chain 
which holds me back 
the one that has been with me, 
but I could not see 
Break the chain 
my Lord 
the one which ties 
me to the past 
the one O Lord which 
makes me dream 
instead of act 
the one 
the only one my Lord 
which makes everyone 
see me first as Black. 
-Kevin McWhorter 
If Martin Luther King, Jr. were 
alive today, he would say break the 
chain, the chain of prejudice against 
people of all races, the chain which 
ties people to a past of oppression and 
the chain which bonds our minds to 
think in skin tones. When civil rights 
activists like King first surfaced, the 
lack of equality among two races and 
the recent history of slavery was 
imminent. 
No rights and before that a piece of 
property, like an old shovel or a rag. 
From the 
editor's desk 
Cathy McNamara 
Memories preceded people's lives 
until they threw them into their past 
to be done with them for good. And, 
they cursed those who kept the 
memories alive with their flags of 
glory, their beliefs, their intransi- 
gence, those who knew nothing of 
what it was like to be slave to a 
master, those who never saw the 
anguish in their tired faces. 'They" 
cursed "those." 
But they never thought they'd see 
the day when people questioned the 
need for their struggle and organiza- 
tions to protect their equality and 
advocate their advancement for one 
reason: They already are equal. 
They never thought they'd see the 
day when the need to look back, to dig 
out the past, to unleash the memo- 
ries of the flags and words like 
"master" was necessary to prove 
their oppression, their suffering 
from which came their struggle and 
such organizations. 
Until they saw the day when 
"those" cursed "they" for the same 
reasons. And, those people brought 
to the world a new combination of 
words never used before in this sense 
or for this argument: reverse dis- 
crimination. The key word here is 
reverse. 
Those said they separated them- 
selves, claimed themselves better 
with their 'Black is Beautiful' shirts, 
their NAACP, their United Negro 
College Fund and even their "Black 
History Month." 
Those said "What if I wore a shirt 
,that said 'White is Beautiful'? 
Wouldn't I be' called a racist? And, if 
I want to join an organization for 
white advancement, why am I a 
bigot?" 
That's a good question for which 
there seems unfair answer except 
with another question: Have yqu 
forgotten their struggle, in all its 
length and necessity? 
Black people have uprooted their 
past and carried it with them 
through the years as a proud re- 
minder of the strength and convic- 
tion of their forefathers and as a link 
to the chain of their heritage. The 
chain has changed over the years 
with a new history of its own: equal- 
ity in all senses of the word. Although 
there are many whose ignorance 
precedes them in their judgements 
on people of different races, there are 
many who have seen past further 
judgement or overcome their igno- 
rance. They feel right in saying 
blacks are already equal with whites, 
so why pursue it further? 
Because equality is measured by 
the numbers of people in which we 
stand. 
If we stand in prejudice, we are 
prejudice. If we stand with prejudice, 
we are its victim—prejudice grows 
on and in us by making the crowd's 
convictions irreversible. And by in 
troducing new phrases like reverse 
discrimination, a prejudice in itself 
by the literal meaning of the words, 
reverse discrimination proves the 
struggle instead of its questioning its 
need. 
If "reverse discrimination" is black 
prejudice against whites then the 
existence of a general "discrimina- 
tion" being whites against blacks is 
proven and its need is revealed. 
Remember? Oh Lord Do You? 
Let's avoid the trap of a new and old 
discriminations. Try to recall when 
you were ridiculed for your skin 
color, your clothes, your looks or 
anything material and remember 
the pain you may have felt for the 
ignorance of the remark. Remember 
the pain and the ignorance associ- 
ated with prejudice to avoid being its 
victim. Remember so that your re- 
sponse to prejudice is a negative one. 
King would have it no other way. 
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The student has a right to attend or skip classes 
One of the issues the Student 
Government Association is currently 
considering for proposal to the fac- 
ulty senate concerns class atten- 
dance policies. The members of SGA 
feel that attendance policies are 
basically unnecessary because our 
students should be mature enough at 
the college level to be left responsible 
for their own education rather than 
be policed by professors. 
Although I am not a member of 
SGA, I agree. 
Attendance policies only serve to 
bring those students to class who do 
not want to go; it's a wasted effort. If 
Guest column 
Sean Glaze 
a student is not motivated to attend 
class, and goes only to be counted 
present, he would have been no 
worse for staying at home and sleep- 
ing off his hangover or watching a 
daily soap. 
Although I understand that the 
professors have only the best inter- 
ests of their students in mind when 
insisting on regular class atten- 
dance, the policy unfortunately does 
not meet its expected goal. Success in 
school depends not on merely fulfill- 
ing such minimal requirements, but 
instead on the student's personal 
drive and desire to make the most of 
his educational opportunities. 
Also, the rules now in effect do not 
always allow for situations that arise 
beyond students' control. Students 
should not be penalized for extended 
sickness or emergencies, but teach- 
ers often enforce their rules regard- 
less of the circumstances. While I am 
certain professors grow weary and 
suspicious of the infinitely imagina- 
tive excuses offered by students, 
sometimes they really are true, and 
yet we are unfairly penalized simply 
because rules are rules. 
The truth is that these attendance 
policies do not benefit anyone. If a 
student is disciplined and motivated, 
he will attend class if this is neces- 
sary for him to do well, but the few 
who can do well without attending 
class every day, or those who chose 
not to for various reasons should not 
be penalized. Their course grade 
should serve well enough as a final 
judgement. 
Blood Drive is a success; public forum planned 
Blood Drive a Success 
Thanks a million. Because of the 
blood donations given by GSC stu- 
dents and faculty, last Wednesday's 
SGA-sponsored blood drive was a 
huge success. Throughout the course 
of the day, from 1-7 p.m., donors were 
pouring into the Williams Center. 
Because of this wonderful turnout, 
the American Red Cross was able to 
obtain 304 units of blood—enough to 
almost double their goal. During 
certain times of the year, blood is 
scarce; the 16 hospitals that this Red 
Cross branch serves need a steady 
CJ VA 
Ann Nappo 
Publicity Coordinator 
supply to fulfill the needs of cancer 
patients among others. The blood 
drive's success is attributable to stu- 
dents, faculty and staff, CAB, 
WVGS, our campus radio station, the 
George-Anne, our college newspaper 
and other ads and announcements 
which helped spread the word. 
Marquee "Out of Order" 
Apologies to all who were incon- 
venienced by the unavailability of 
the marquee. We hope to get it back 
in working condition soon. Any or- 
ganization wishing to reserve the 
marquee should submit a reserva- 
tion form (from the SGA office in 
Williams Center) to Ann Nappo. 
Messages must be short as our 
number of letters is limited. 
Looking back and ahead 
Five members of the SGA, Presi- 
dent Tai Federico, Vice President Joe 
Hayes, Vice President of Auxiliary 
Affairs Kimberly Mason, Senator 
Shawn Schurr and Publicity Coordi- 
nator Ann Nappo recently attended 
the SAC conference which gave the 
our organization the chance to meet 
with stu.dent governments from 
other colleges and interact on how 
they are promoting positive changes 
for students. Upcoming activities 
include: an SGA/student forum, a 
reading marathon, a spring quarter 
AIDS and STD Awareness Week, a 
library survey and new letters for the 
marquee. 
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Liven up your answering machine message with more of a greeting 
"Hi, this is Carol. We're not here 
right now, but if you'll leave a mes- 
sage, we'll get back to you..." 
If I had to include a phrase in a time 
capsule to crystallize the sum es- 
sence of the 80's, I think I would 
include this short bit of dialogue 
stemming from the wild, wonderful 
world of answering machines. I think 
that this bit of fluff exemplifies what 
essentially is wrong with today's 
society as the general lack of imagi- 
nation and ignored possibilities put 
to these astounding devices is being 
sorely neglected. Where is the inge- 
nuity and experimentation that 
made this country great? What hap- 
pened to the sarcastic hordes of 
"wise-guys" that made this country 
into one of the greatest comedic 
forces on our planet? 
Let's face it. The answering ma- 
chine offers the common man a 
chance to strike back at the mecha- 
nized age and in doing so, gives the 
average citizen a chance to insult, 
badger, or humor the people who 
reach him or her when they are not at 
home. Just think of the possibilites... 
You can be anyone that you want to 
be, say almost anything you want, 
misguide and fool your fellow man. 
Gosh, what fun! 
So, let's start with a short course on 
the art of leaving the kind of mes- 
sages that will thrill your friends, 
impress the opposite sex and leave 
'em laughingin the aisles. First of all, 
toss those examples they give you in 
the box. They are written by unfunny 
corporate executives and is probably 
a communistic plot to undermine our 
national humorous heritage. Next, 
sit down and think of something 
funny or interesting. If you can't do 
that, try to copy some of those you 
have heard before. 
Start off slow, a shrill scream and 
an exclamation of "I am the God of 
hell fire and essay questions!" in a 
Sam Kennison-type voice should li- 
ven your callers up a bit and convince 
them of your need for a little psychi- 
atric attention. From there, it would 
be best to work on your best imper- 
sonation of someone famous. Every- 
one can imitate someone and with a 
little mental fortitude, you too can 
impersonate the stars. Begin with 
the easy ones... A little Ronald Re- 
agan, W.C. Fields or Jimmy Stewart 
will help to drastically improve your 
social standing as a wild, crazy type 
guy or girl. 
Next, move to the upper echelons of 
answering machine humor. A Rod 
Serling type of surreal message al- 
ways gives life to a dull party line. 
Try a joke of the day or the famous, 
"What?... I can't hear you... What?... 
Mills' 
Musings 
Mike Mills 
Let me turn the music down... Okay, 
hello... What? I can't hear you. I'm 
not here. This is a message you dope. 
Leave a message or call back later." 
Hee! Hee! Fun for days and days! 
Advanced answering machine 
humor involves the use of props and 
electronic equipment. Bring in the 
GSC marching band and claim that 
you are conducting the Boston Phil- 
harmonic Symphony. Loud, violent 
screams followed by gurgling noises 
will convince your callers that you 
have been slashed by Freddie 
Krueger if you accompany it with a 
little sinister phrase like, "What a 
treat... fresh meat!" The options are 
only limited by your imagination and 
your willingness to experiment with 
the more perverse fringes of our soci- 
ety. 
Nothing could be more unimagina- 
tive or worthless than buying 
pretaped messages with canned 
voices and stupid messages for your 
machines. It takes all the fun out of 
life, and your friends will know that 
the difference as your lack of initia- 
tive and imagination will brand you 
as an electronic age loser of the high- 
est degree. This is just one more sign 
of the fall of our nation as a leader in 
the world of humor and creativity. 
They are probably all made by the 
Japanese or Koreans who have cor- 
nered the market on electronic 
gizmos. 
So, just do it! Let your friend know 
that you are the type of person who is 
fun to be around, whether you are 
there to take their call or not. The 
possibilities are endless and the fun 
is just starting. Golly, what a chance 
you have to improve the world 
around you and brighten up the lives 
of those who take the trouble to call. 
Answering machines are more than 
just devices to take your calls, they 
are an extension of you as a human 
being, reflecting your nature, your 
humor and your pride as a crazy 
American college student. Express 
yourself, and the world will beat a 
path to your door. Leave a dull, unin- 
teresting message on your machine 
and don't blame me if you don't get 
many calls, friends or much respect 
from the people you know and love. 
Answering machine are like life, the 
more you put into them, the more 
you'll get out of them. 
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Lett ers    to    the    editor 
Abstinence: The moral solution/alternative to AIDS, sex 
Dear Editor: 
There seem to be few voices crying 
in the wilderness these days at GSC, 
except for the faint audible whispers 
of some of us who stand around the 
sidelines. Mike Mills perhaps did 
GSC a favor in expressing his view- 
point of countering sexual irrespon- 
sibility, reminding us again.of the 
horrendous potentiality of AIDS on 
campus, (George-Anne, January 26). 
It is not that we have not heard this 
before. The Surgeon General has 
given us quite a bit of information 
about it being somewhat hazardous 
to our health. But, Mike's approach is 
strictly one dimensional. Condoms 
seem to be the panacea for all the 
existing woes of the threatening 
holocaust of this raging disease. 
Everyone surely knows of the ex- 
treme limitations to such an ap- 
proach for the prevention of AIDS. 
Why are we so hesitant to venture 
out into risky areas of scorn to even 
suggest the most obvious and effec- 
tive way to combat the problem? 
Abstinence or sexual relations 
within the confines of marriage! Are 
we so narrow minded, so blind, so 
morally flaccid that we cannot and 
will not entertain some ideas (and 
ideals) which were generated long 
ago by our fathers and mothers re- 
garding courtship, marriage and 
family relationships and bounda- 
ries? 
Down through history, human 
appetites have overpowered common 
sense and judgement. "If it feels 
good, do it!" It seems strange that, in 
a land founded on moral and Chris- 
tian principles, moral solutions and 
moral input are considered irrele- 
vant and out of place today. In fact, 
they are overlooked or ridiculed so 
much that Christians slink away 
into the shadows, hoping that they 
will not be noticed, nor asked to 
venture an opinion. 
Before I arrived at GSC over three 
years ago, I spent 23 years in the U.S. 
Army Chaplaincy, and so I am not 
unaccustomed to seeing young 
people give vent to the flesh. Soldiers 
will pay big money if they can't get it 
Letter 
policy 
All letters to the editor are subject to 
standard editing policies for taste, 
libel, etc. The editor reserves the right 
to reject any letter. There is no word 
limit on letters and are published on a 
first come, first served basis. Letters 
should address certain issues and not 
attack individuals. All letters MUST BE 
SIGNED. The letter writer may request 
to remain anonymous. However, it will 
be the editor's decision whether or not 
to print the name. 
free. I was used to seeing them try to 
adjust to a new way of living by lay- 
ing aside their moral and Christian 
training when they entered the 
Army. Their new found freedom of- 
ten lowered their restraints and set 
themselves up for disease, guilt and 
hardship. Often, the chaplain was 
the only voice to contest such immor- 
ality. But I was sometimes amazed 
by some of the soldiers who showed 
love and concern for others, and who 
would not be ashamed to exhort the 
virtues of continence. Real leaders 
are willing to risk unpopularity for 
the sake of right, whatever the issue. 
It is not a whole lot different on a 
college campus. If there is any differ- 
ence, it probably lies with students 
assuming themselves intellectually 
superior to soldiers, that they know 
what is really good for themselves. 
Temptations of the flesh come to 
everyone, but we cannot afford to 
allow our friends to control us in 
deciding such things which could 
effect us forever. 
We may take great pride in being 
staunch advocates of personal free- 
dom, while at the same time ridicule 
those who believe that the Book 
(which has survived the ages) has 
relevant answers for the complexi- 
ties of this one. The lasting, growing, 
endearing love for which most of us 
dream is not to be found on GSC's hot 
beds of pleasure. It is bred in mutual 
respect and consideration. It is found 
in defining and respecting bounda- 
ries. Yes, even saying no. Save the 
best for marriage. 
Don Warren 
Director. Wesley House 
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ACROSS 
1 Discolorations 
7    Coast  (India) 
14 Floating  structure 
16 City in Texas 
17 Country in Africa 
18 Concise 
19 Prefix:  mouth 
20 Very pale 
22 Wei 1-known 
magazi ne 
23 Actor Gibson 
24 Math concept, 
for short 
25 Young boy 
26 "Beat  it!" 
28 Employing 
30    d'Azur 
31 Put the football 
into play 
33 Stirred up 
35 Retained 
36 furni ture wood 
37 Withdraw 
40 Favors 
43 Vigor 
44 Less cooked 
46 Prophet 
48 Word in Cagney 
phrase 
49 Region of India 
50 Organization for 
C. Everett Koop 
51'Prayer part 
53 Lacki ng deli cacy 
55 Cut 
56 Dug out canoe 
58 Milk glass 
60 Repeat 
61 Trifling 
62 Mexican garb 
63 Office workers 
DOWN 
1 Tics 
2 Mexican   Indians 
3 From  Luanda 
4     veto 
5 "...    i ron bars 
a cage" 
6 Begrime 
7 Slander 
8 "The  Story of   
Boy" 
9 Official   permit 
(abbr. ) 
34 
36 
37 
10 "Thanks   !" 
11 Mussoli ni ,  et  al . 
12 Enliven 
13 Went backward 
15 Carpentry item 
21 Nullify 
27 Duped 
28  : Volta 
29 Miss Garson 
30 Garden vegetables 
32 Prefix: child 
Clod 
Disl oyalty 
Ancient Egyptian 
god 
38 Ancient Asian 
39 Affair need 
40 Malayan boat 
41 Straighten again 
42 Type of class 
45 Concurs 
47  Badgerli ke 
animals 
52 Miss  Bayes 
53 Good-looking 
54 Name for a dog 
55 Voucher 
57   Hiatus 
59 Miss   Irving 
Lunch Special 
Grilled Chicken Plate 
or Sandwich 
Windsor Village 
$2.99 
(In-House Only) 
Delivery 
681-1685 
0dWV5LY,He \ 
M5 UNWIARe.THYlT'me 1 
CARTOON TAX &ILL 15 } 
UP FOR RReSIPeNTIAL / 
vero THIS week... / 
HA/W     ^J 
B.C. BY JOHNNY HART 
OC/M(ort Syn*c«t«. tnc . 1987 
Dot trylA T»r« Syrx*C»t« 
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SEE PUZZLE 
SOLUTIONS 
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'omKifOfr^ 
421 FAIR ROAD ONE BLOCK FROM WENDY'S 
ROMANCE   WITH   FLOWERS 
VALENTINES DAY   FEB. 14 
-C^'^^r^^- Flowers • Balloons 
?rt£^ Stuffed Animals 
We Deliver Anywhere 
764-5497 
I iv—>■•» -—» __, o TELEFLORA 
MISCELLANY 
The 1988-1 
the arts, is no 
year's magazine 
style.   This year': 
language short fij 
^^oulewc§Wsmasazine of *intoft^fblication- 
iwc 
hvMl three-category 
MI, poetry, foreign 
pxe/ 3-D, drawings/ 
typed, double-spaced; McTTub1iLmeatn!d"uplic^t^. One copy should be 
submitted with the aut ne and Landrum Box in the upper right- 
hand corner of each sMeT? entriesTsnould be mailed to: Miscellany, 
Landrum Box 8023, GSC, State&boxo, GA 30f60. The contests are open 
only to students of Georgia Southern College, and the deadline for all 
submissions is March 1,198$,; 
BOOK-BALLOON GALLERY 
over 1500 Valentine Balloons in stock! 
WE DELIVER 
Playmate and Gentleman Deliveries 
Books and Gifts 
M-F 9:30 am-6 pm 
Sat. 10:00 am-6 pm 
Sun. Fab. 12 1 pm-6 pm 
403 Zetterower Ave. 764-5705 
■MEISEL GRAPHICS! 
58 E. MAIN STREET 
— STATESBORO__—-—-~ ^»^. 
Register by calling 489-8843 
% ^ 
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Deep Star sinks no-name cast 
by Mike Mills 
Managing Editor 
Horror movies are a lot like pop- 
corn, sometimes you get a hold of a 
batch that is good and buttery with 
just the right amount of salt, and 
other times you are just left with a 
bunch of unpopped kernels. Tri-Star 
Studio's new release Deep Star 6 is 
an unpopped kernel of potential that 
had a chance but ended up falling 
into the same old horror routine that 
we have seen so many times before. 
Director Sean S. Cunningham, 
who gave us Jason and his hockey 
mask in the Friday the 13th never- 
ending saga, finally was given a big 
budget to ply his grim trade. Cun- 
ningham chose to spend his numer- 
ous bucks on sets, aquatic models, 
special effects and not on acting tal- 
ent. This movie is a virtual who's who 
of canceled television series and 
grade B movies. Remember that cool 
black guy on Hill Street Blues ? Sure, 
Tyrone Blacque is in this film... 
Ummm... How about that perpetual 
Russian, Vukov Smirnoff? Yep. 
Remember that truck driver with the 
chimpanzee? Yes, B.J. makes his 
triumphant reappearance to the 
screen in this film... The list goes on 
- fSHlfta@a( ariiY:)|-|feH    
1 BffiRmM ft8xBBtkB®8@® 
• 
E3@Q0 SQ0F = S 
• ^tiSas^..&mWS^k 
Rated R 
®@@[p §Gai?S         ^*^ ^aaa-aaua 
and on... 
This movie was ari almost blatant 
rip-off of the classic horror film Alien 
with a gadget-clever, terrified team 
of crewmen trying to escape a nasty 
beast bent on giving them a bad time. 
The plot involves this naval team of 
oceanographers three or four miles 
down deep in the ocean for six 
months trying to erect a secret nu- 
clear missile platform that the peer- 
ing Russian satellites cannot see. 
Well, as things tend to do in horror 
movies, everything goes wrong, and 
GSC STUDENTS, FACULTY, & STAFF 
PRESENT GSC ID AND RECEIVE 
15% DISCOUNT 
ON ALL PURCHASES 
(exluding sale and markdown merchandise) 
Surprise your special love with a soft stuffed puppy and a 
beautiful valentine. A boxed rose with candy is also available. 
The Wishing Well 
the watertight underwater living 
platform springs a leak or two. Of 
course, this is cause to worry for 
people surrounded by all that ocean. 
But, added to the fun is some sort of 
huge subterranean marine beast 
that wants nothing more than to 
snack on the ill-fated crew. No, not 
Gozilla or Rodan, but rather some- 
thing resembling the blind worms 
from that really awful movie Dune . 
Get the idea? This movie has every- 
thing from underwater exploration 
to   shotgun   blasts,   scantily   clad 
women in wet clothes and two (count 
'em two) nuclear explosions. There is 
a side story involving B.J. and some 
pregnant chick that looks a lot like 
Kate Jackson. I guess after six 
months down deep, the contracep- 
tives ran out. Well, my patience ran 
out as inane filler and banter was 
stuffed in between monster feeding 
frenzys. The dialogue was stupid, 
and the scientific inaccuracies were 
as distracting as the marquee promo 
proudly announced, "Not all aliens 
come from outer space..." 
The no-name cast highlighted by a 
certain Nancy Everhard (my kind of 
name) served as human fodder for 
the beast and provided opportunities 
for the major actors to look concerned 
as the extras fell prey. This is not at 
all a good movie. I will give this trav- 
esty one and one half boxes of pop- 
corn on the four box scale for whimpy 
violence, half chewed human flesh 
and a total lack of graphic nudity. 
Deep Star 6 was like those miser- 
able unpopped kernels of corn leav- 
ing me hungry for more as the entire 
plot line was unseasoned with reality 
and somewhat hard to swallow with- 
out the refreshing taste of new ideas. 
$88888?$5$$M£ $888$ 
Remember Dash from Biff and Dash? Well, Dash is marrying Constance 
on March 4th. Good luck Condor from the George-Anne, you'll need it 
X0 Gigi's Books 
Now Open 
Large Selection Of 
Hard Back And Paper Back 
Books To Select From ... 
We Will Gladly 
Order Any Books 
Not Presently 
Ifi Stock 
We Will Take Orders 
By Phone... 
Co-Owners: 
GigiCostlow 
Louise Dailey 
College Plaza 681-1935 
And Gifts ^ 
Mystery 
Romance 
Historical 
Bibles 
Informative 
Crafts 
Horror 
Childrens 
Cook Books 
Sci-Fi 
Cliff Notes 
Woodworking 
Novelities 
College Plaza 
Next to 
Domino's 
681-3092 
COLLEGE 
PLAZA 
SPECIALS 
SEE THIS PAGE 
Double Offer. 
■•■■:■;      .     ' 
FOUR "NAUTICAL 
NECESSITIES/7 YOUR BEAUTY 
BONUS WITH ANY $13.50 
MERLE NORMAN PURCHASE. 
Merle Normans spring bonus gift 
' 'Nautical Necessities " includes lip 
and cheek colors, crisp and breezy clear. 
Pius the beautiful moisture balance af 
fragrance-free Eye Creme Complex. 
One per customer while supplies last. 
Bring this ad to redeem your free gift. 
Merle Normans Makeup Forecast: 
Breezy resort looks in crisp confident 
yacht Club Colors. Let our expert 
Beauty Advisor show you these ritzy 
pastels for eyes, cheeks, lips and 
nails. Perfect purchase selections for 
your free "Nautical Necessities" 
bonus gift. 
meRLE noRmfln STUDIOS 
ji 
Merle Norman Cosmetics 
#12 College Plaza 
Statesboro, Georgia 30458 
TOP THIS. 
A Large Cheese Pizza 
For Just $6.89!(Piustax, 
Each additional topping specially priced at $1.29 
At this price you can afford to top off a 
large cheese pizza any way you like. 
Load it up with the toppings of your 
choice for just a little extra. And of 
course, we'll deliver your custom-made 
pizza hot and fresh to your door in 30 
minutes or less. Guaranteed! 
No coupon necessary. Just Ask! 
|  Coca Cola" Classic 
i 12 oz  cans lor 
1  $55 (tax included) 
'Certain restrictions apply. 
Call store for details. 
Domino's Pizza Guarantee* 
Service • We guarantee your pizza 
will arrive in 30 minutes or less from 
the time you order, or the driver will 
refund $3.00 OFF your order. 
Product • We guarantee satisfaction 
with your pizza, or call the store man- 
ager within 30 minutes after delivery 
for a new pizza or for a full refund. 
Pizza Take-Out • We guarantee your 
pizza take-out will be ready in 10 
minutes or you will receive $3.00 OFF 
your order. 
Call Us! 
Serving Georgia Southern 
College and Statesboro: 
681-4326 
College Plaza 
$6.89 
SPECIAL! 
Just call and order 
ONE Large 16" 
cheese pizza for 
only $6.89! Each 
additional topping 
just $1.29. 
(Tax not included ) 
Good thru: 2/28/89. 
OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20 
Valid ai participaiing siotes only Not valtd will 
any other ofler  Limited delivery areas 
1969 Domino's Pizza.Inc 
2 FOR 
$8.88! 
Just call and order 
TWO regular 12" 
WE9     cheese pizzas  Each 
JMMjfpl      additional topping 
[IQff*J      just $1.28 covers 
1L9JE£| •   both pizzas. 
(Tax not included.) 
Good thru: 2/28/89. 
OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN 520. 
Valid at participating stores only No! valid with 
any other oler  Limited delivery areas 
1989 Domino's Pizza. Inc 
GA8-2/9 
THE 
DOUBLE DARE 
ONLY $12.99 
Just call and order 
TWO large 16" 
cheese pizzas. Each 
additional topping 
just $1.99 covers 
both pizzas. 
(Tax not included.) 
Good thru: 2/28/89. 
s 
OUR DRIVERS CARRY LESS THAN $20 
Valid a! participating stores only Not valid with 
any other ofler  Limited delivery areas 
1989 Domino's Piz/a. Inc 
Limited delivery areas. Our drivers carry less than S20. 
NOW HIRING! 
1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc. 
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Kerns and Company continue to streak to 11 games 
George-Anne staff reports 
MACON—Kerns and Company 
overcame the Macon Coliseum curse 
by defeating the Black Bears of 
Mercer, 66-61, last Tuesday night in 
a Trans American Athletic Confer- 
ence (TAAC) matchup. 
GSC, who had been 1-10 in their 
last eleven trips to the Coliseum, 
used a 14-2 run midway through the 
second half to erase a 45-40 lead by 
Mercer. Jeff Sanders keyed the 
Eagles' scoring spurt with nine of his 
game-high 28 points. 
The Black Bears came within three 
points to Southern on two separate 
occasions in the second half, but the 
Eagles converted six out of nine free 
throws in the last 45 seconds to hold 
on for the win. 
"It was a struggle and I knew it 
Harvo's 
Weakly 
Terry Harvin 
Sports Editor 
The 25th Anniversary Swimsuit 
Issue nas arrived compliments of 
Sports Illustrated , and may I be the 
first to say that this year's swimwear 
loooooooks simply Mar-ve-lous my 
Darlingggs! 
The young ladies, especially on 
pages 236,237,238,239-oh heck, ev- 
eryone of them bathin' beauties are 
"lusty, lusty, lusty!" If Brother Jim 
could see me now, he would condemn 
me straight to "hell, fire and brim- 
stone!" But Brother Jim, it is not I 
who sins, but instead, it is those who 
create this wonderful magazine and 
force men worldwide to read it (or 
look at the pictures), thus keeping 
the ol' male sport alive! 
Sport? What athletic ability could 
possibly be involved in this female 
extravaganza? Well, I'm glad I 
asked. First of all, it takes years of 
training the retina to enhance and 
absorb these desired images. With- 
out this strengthening process, one 
(usually male or sexually disturbed 
others) cannot gaze effectively at the 
"lusty, lusty, lusty" G-string sex 
goddesses of the planet Earth. 
Secondly, it takes certain tendon 
treatment in the hands and fingers 
that allow men to turn the pages at 
the proper speed, so the eye can look 
at the front and the back of the same 
page at the same time; therefore, 
killing two birds (or chicks) with one 
stone. 
Thirdly, there are tiny muscles in 
the lips that can be trained to move 
just enough to create a front as if you 
are actually reading instead of think- 
ing "lusty, lusty, lusty" thoughts in 
that "hell, fire and brimstone" mind. 
This technique comes in handy when 
your wife or girlfriend is analyzing 
your reactions to every picture. 
Finally, the male is taught the 
strategic hiding places in the bath- 
room for the latest swimsuit issues. 
True, other perverted publications 
can sometimes find their way to 
these secret places under the sink, 
but that is totally left up to the indi- 
vidual's "lusty, lusty, lusty" prefer- 
ence. 
In conclusion, I must remind you 
men of Harvo's golden rule, it is okay 
to open Sports Illustrated and be- 
hold the true beauty it possesses, but 
if your wife or girlfriend ever comes 
home from the shopping mall with a 
swimsuit similar to the one you just 
got through admiring, make her take 
it back! 
would be," GSC head coach Frank 
Kerns said after the game. "I knew 
Mercer would really come after us 
and be ready to play." 
The contest was tight from the 
beginning, as the game produced 
four ties. With the score even, 8-8, the 
Bears went on an 11-6 run. Chris 
Phillips' pair of free throws at the 
9:00 mark put a cap on the spurt as 
Mercer took a 19-14 advantage over 
the Eagles. 
Mercer took their biggest lead of 
the game at 29-23 with a lay-up by 
Phillips with 2:38 left before 
halftime. GSC used a 7-0 run capped 
off by a Tod Miller offensive rebound 
and basket with just 18 seconds left. 
Just as it looked as if Southern would 
take a 30-29 lead into intermission, 
Mercer's Reggie Titus launched a 
three-point bomb that gave the 
Bears the one-point advantage for 
the halftime statistics. 
"We didn't get the ball inside to Jeff 
Sanders much in the first half," 
commented Coach Kerns. " I've said 
it before, he's our go-to guy." 
Sanders did have twelve points in 
the first half, and added the remain- 
ing 16 in the final 20 minutes. Sand- 
Jeff Sanders unstoppable as Eagles best Panthers in Atlanta 
ers shot a respectable thirteen of perfect from the field and the free 
twenty-three from the floor, but the throw line. 
Eagles' standout for the evening was Pierce did not miss a shot from the 
guard Ben Pierce who was literally See Eagles, page 10 
Darin Van Tassel Profile 
George-Anne staff reports 
ATLANTA— Ben Pierce poured in 
seventeen of his season-high 26 
points in the second half to help boost 
the Eagles past Georgia State, 95-90, 
to record Southern's eleventh 
straight victory. 
Last Saturday's contest was GSC's 
seventh Trans American Athletic 
Conference (TAAC) game in a row. 
The win improves the Eagles' confer- 
ence record to 10-1 as well as adds to 
their overall 17-3 mark. 
Southern continues to have the hot 
hand, shooting an impressive 61 
percent from the field and they hit 
ten-of-ten from the foul line with 59 
seconds left in the game. 
GSC led most of way throughout 
the first and second half; however, 
there were five ties and four lead 
changes in the first half as well as 
four lead changes in the final twenty 
minutes of the game. 
In the first half, the Eagles took a 
23-18 lead on a Jeff Hagans' layup at 
the 10:40 mark, but the Crimson 
Panthers responded with a 5-0 run 
soon after that evened the score. 
Southern than poured out a 13-4 
spurt, in which Pierce had seven of 
the thirteen points, to take a 36-27 
lead with 4:09 to play before inter- 
mission. GSU added a quick nine 
points, but it wasn't enough as the 
Eagles took a 41-36 halftime com- 
mand. 
Jeff Sanders scored 24 points and 
hauled down a game-high nine re- 
bounds. Mike Harding contributed 
eleven points and dished out a sea- 
son-high fifteen assists. Mike Curvy 
scored all nine of his points in the 
second half and Hagans added his 
season-high nine points and four 
blocked shots. 
"I thought Hagans played well 
tonight," said Coach Kerns. "Those 
three blocks on their one possession 
mighthave been the difference in the 
ball game." 
Georgia State was led by Keven 
Davis with 21 points and they also 
had four other starters scoring in 
double figures. 
The win was Southern's fourth in 
the last eight days and Kerns knew 
his team would have it work cut out 
for them. 
"It was another gutty effort on the 
part of the kids," remarked Kerns. 
"We did a good job of hitting out free 
throws down the stretch. I knew it 
See Basketball, page 10 
byAIAIInoch 
Sports Writer 
In a time when much talk of college 
athletics focuses on illegal money 
exchanges, classroom cheating and 
academic ineligibility, Georgia 
Southern baseball player Darin Van 
Tassel is a prime illustration of the 
term "scholar-athlete." 
As the Eagles' starting leftfielder 
in 1988, Darin had a .303 batting 
average with 38 runs scored and 31 
runs batted in. As a Political Science 
major and a Bell Honors Program 
student, he holds a 3.93 grade point 
average. 
To be that successful on the field 
and equally so in the classroom obvi- 
ously requires some self discipline. 
How does Darin balance manage to 
balance both the books as well as his 
bat? 
"I definitely have to pretty struc- 
tured," commented Darin. " I get up, 
go to class, library, practice, have 
dinner, study and go to sleep. And I 
have to pretty much do that five days 
a week." 
Still, Darin does not see his life as 
all work and no play. "I find a lot of 
free time for myself too," And consid- 
ering his love of baseball, he consid- 
ers the sport as just another way of 
spending his leisure time. 
One of Darin's most recent aca- 
demic achievements was becoming a 
Rhodes Scholarship finalist. Rhodes 
Scholars attend school for two years 
at the University of Oxford, and just 
being nominated for the program is a 
tremendous honor for the student. 
Contending with students from in- 
stitutions such as Harvard, Geor- 
getown and Davidson, Darin said 
"That was no doubt the most com- 
petitive interview progress I had 
ever been through. They asked me 
questions like 'what I thought would 
be the consequences would be for a 
possible unification of Europe' and ' 
what consequences that would have 
for future U.S.-European foreign 
policy and U.S.-Soviet policy.'" 
Other awards Darin has received 
include Who's Who in American Col- 
leges and Universities, GSC Athlete 
of the Year in 1986-87 and 1987-88, 
and induction into Phi Kappa Phi 
honors society. Last week, Darin was 
honored at the University system's 
Academic Recognition day at the 
state Capitol. 
BULLOCK CAPPET OUTLET 
M P00M SIZE CAPPET SALE 
\ 9' W? STAPTWG AT 
$34.95 
OVEI? 2CfO TO CHOOSE FI?0M 
SIMMONS CSmS DOWNTOWN 764-S20S 
A three-year letterman in base- 
ball, Darin has also benefited from 
the experiences of college athletics. 
"Having been a baseball player and 
having participated in NCAA Divi- 
sion-I competition, I think I would 
have been missing out had I not have 
done that. Playing a big-time sched- 
ule and competingin the NCAA play- 
offs like we did in 1987, there is no 
doubt those are the highlights of my 
college career," explained Darin, who 
Coach Jack Stallings has called " the 
most complete student-athlete in 
GSC history." 
After graduating in June, Darin 
says he is "leaning toward spending 
the summer in the Soviet Union 
coaching baseball." He has also had 
offers to play baseball professionally 
in Spain or France this summer, and 
he plans to get married in October. 
Whatever Darin decides to do, he 
will certainly succeed. After spend- 
ing four years at the top of his aca- 
demic and athletic worlds, Darin 
Van Tassel has proven to be the per- 
fect mold of a "student-athlete" ; it 
sure would be great to see more of 
them. ' 
START YOUR 
CLIMB TO 
CAREER SUCCESS. 
Apply now for six weeks of Army 
ROTC leadership training this sum- 
mer. You'll develop confidence and 
decisiveness essential for career suc- 
cess. And you'll qualify to earn Army 
officer credentials while completing 
college. 
Contact: Maj. Tom Mcelwee 
South Building RM. 134 
or Call 681-5320 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Eagle baseballer Darin Van Tassel Garfield Valentine Boxers 
Ralph Lauren Polo 
Interview Suits 
£j§frj§l|0p 
420 GENTILLY PLACE 764-6924 
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George-Anne 
Lady Eagle Valentine Day Extravaganza 
THE LADY EAGLES' VALEN 
TINE'S DAY CELEBRATION- 
come out and join your Lady Eagl< 
basketball team this Monday (Feb 
13th) night at 7:30 in the Hannei 
Fieldhouse when they host the Teddj 
Bears of Mercer University in a New 
South Women's Athletic Conference 
matchup. 
A month ago (actually Jan. 16th) 
the Teddy Bears defeated the Ladj 
Eagles, 88-75, in Macon, but Coacr. 
Drema Greer's ladies are ready U. 
avenge their loss to their "unbear- 
able" NSWAC foes. 
Our Lady Eagles need your sup- 
port to not only hoot & holler Mercei 
back to Macon, but to also set a new 
record attendance mark for GSC. 
The ballgame will a broadcasted 
statewide, so your cheers will be 
heard across Georgia en route to a 
GSC victory. 
But dont' think all you'll get out of 
the game is a sore throat, there is a 
$100 up for grabs to the group that 
shows the most spirit throughout the 
con stest. Create a banner (it must tie 
in with the Valentine's Day celebra- 
tion theme) and cheer your group on 
to the $100 prize as well as Lady 
Eagle win. 
Other prizes will be given at the 
door, which include an evening "on 
the town" in either Savannah or 
Statesboro that will be given out to 
A. A. 
by Al Allnoch 
Sports Writer 
That's right, I've been promoted to 
columnist (for this week, anyway), 
and I want to address some trouble- 
some incidents that have recently 
occurred in the Hanner Fieldhouse 
Nautilus weightroom. 
This facility, along with the free- 
weights room, provides more than 
adequate equipment for the every- 
day student who may have nowhere 
else to work out. And with the addi- 
tion of a third weightroom just for 
GSC athletes, students should have 
even more time and room for exercise 
in the Hanner gyms. 
It seems, though, that the metal 
pins used in the Nautilus machines 
began disappearing one by one until 
they were all gone. Of course, these 
pins did not get up and walk away; 
some person (or persons) took them. 
And, without the pins, the machines 
cannot be used. 
Now, I have no idea why someone 
would want these pins (unless he/she 
needs them for a bench press ma- 
chine stored in the apartment), but 
the inconsiderate actions of these 
mindless people led to the temporary 
closing of the area. Many fitness- 
happy students, whose activity fees 
are directed toward these facilities, 
were left out in the cold. 
I know, this may seem like a petty 
complaint, but a great many people 
enjoy working out, and there is just 
no reason that foolishness such as 
this should stop them. The fact that 
we attend college should imply that 
we have obtained some degree of 
maturity, and stealing college- 
owned property, which is put there 
for everyone's use, is not mature. 
The Nautilus room is now open 
again, at least until another rash of 
weightroom robberies occur. Next 
time, if you are tempted to do some- 
thing of this nature, think of the 
masses of students who will suffer, 
and don't do it! YOU INCONSIDER- 
ATE PIN-HEADS! 
Lady Eagles sport new look this year as team in transition 
six lucky couples. Dinner for two, 
roses for the Lady and a romantic 
carriage ride to cap off the Valentine 
activities. Sponsors of these prizes 
are: Holloway's Florist of Statesboro, 
Spanky's of Savannah, Holiday Inn 
of Statesboro, Carriage Tours of 
Savannah, R.J. 's Steakery of 
Statesboro, Four Seasons Florist of 
Statesboro, Cap'n Sam's Riverboat 
Cruises of Savannah, Winn Dixie 
Supermarket of Statesboro, 
Malone's Restaurant of Savannah, 
the College Cinema of Statesboro, 
and Julian's Restaurant of 
Statesboro. 
Come on students, faculty mem- 
bers and GSC fans—Show your sup- 
port for the Lady Eagles Monday 
night at 7:30 in Hanner and let the 
Georgia Southern cheer be heard 
across the state. 
GSC vs. GA State-The Lady Eagles 
will face conference foe Georgia State 
this Saturday night in Hanner Field- 
house for a doubleheader with the 
men's team. The Lady Eagles game 
will start at 5:15 p.m. and Kerns & 
Company's game time is set at 7:30 to 
do battle with Stetson. 
There will also be a giveaway op- 
portunity during intermission of the 
men's game against Stetson. 
SOLID GOLD 105 NIGHT-At 
halftime of Saturday's GSC-STET- 
SON game, WHCG-FM radio in 
Metter will give a fan the opportu- 
nity to win $105,000. The radio sta- 
tion, also known as the Solid Gold 
105, will draw the name of one person 
who will try one shot from three- 
fourths of the court. If the long at- 
tempt finds the net, Solid Gold 105 
will pay the lucky individual 
$105,000. GOOD LUCK SHOOTIN' 
TEX! 
Aqua Eagles in action 
by Al Allnoch 
Sports Writer 
The GSC Aqua-Eagles swim 
teams, using a slogan of "On the 
Move," have given the school yet 
another winning program in 1987- 
88. 
Coach Scott Farmer's women's 
team has been particularly impres- 
sive with a 10-2 record thus far, while 
the 6-4 men's team of Coach Bud 
Floyd has shown great improvement 
over last year's 3-4 record. 
Farmer sees in his team a drive 
and determination that has led to 
their success. "I would say that this 
team just swims that extra yard. 
They do what they have to and what 
it takes to win the meets. I am very 
pleased with their attitude and their 
effort." 
After beginning the season with a 
win over UNC-C, Farmer says his 
team has "just been on a roll." Other 
teams that have fallen victim to the 
Lady Eagle swimmers include Geor- 
gia State and the University of the 
-Souths- 
Two individual standouts this year 
have been sophomore Amanda Hall 
and freshman Terri Comeau. "Hall 
has had a tremendous year," Farmer 
said. "She has come in and possibly 
worked harder than she has ever 
worked in her life. And Comeau is 
having an outstanding year for a 
freshman." 
But Farmer is quick to point out 
that the success has been a team 
effort. "In order to beat some of the 
teams that we have beaten, it has 
taken all 19 girls on the team." 
Coach Floyd's men's team has also 
made waves this season, with several 
swimmers in particular leading the 
way. Junior Andy Bristow, a walk- 
on, "has turned out to be one of our 
leading swimmers," Floyd said. 
Freshman Jason Singalewitch has 
"done a fantastic job" andjuniorTim 
Eigel has "swam really well," he 
added. 
Since the season began, both teams 
have been preparing for the South- 
eastern Swimming and Diving Fed- 
eration Championships which take 
place in Atlanta, Feb. 16-18. "That 
(the Championships) is what we gear 
our whole season towards," Farmer 
said. "Fronrday one, everything we 
do, from running to swimming to 
lifting weights to our mental train- 
ing, everything is geared toward this 
three day meet." 
Whatever the outcome of the sea- 
son-ending championships, Coach 
Farmer and Coach Floyd should 
have plenty to look forward to in next 
year's teams. 
"Let's just say I smile a lot," 
Farmer said. With only two juniors 
and two seniors, his youthful squad 
should "only continue to improve 
over the next few years." Coach 
Floyd's team also has a promising 
future. "We will definitely be 
stronger, and hopefully recruiting 
will be good enough that we will be 
even better, " Floyd noted. 
The winning records, along with 
the prospects of some outstanding 
recruits, show that the Eagle swim 
. teams are indeed a program "On the 
Move." 
George-Anne staff reports 
***BASEBALL—The 1989 GSC 
Eagles open the college basebal 
season this Friday when they pla> 
Campbell at Savannah's Grayson 
Stadium at 3 p.m. The Eagles open 
the home season on Sunday hosting 
Georgia College in a 2 p.m. double- 
header. 
Veteran Frank Merkel will most 
likely get the starting nod on opening 
day. Merkel is tied for the team lead 
last season in wins posting an 8-3 
mark including a no-hitter against 
conference foe Samford. Some new 
faces will dot the starting lineup. 
Look for Chris Dix to start at second, 
Jeff Coughlin at shortstop and Jerry 
Shepherd at third. The rest of the 
lineup will be the same as last year 
with Rob Fitzpatrick catching, Brett 
Hendley at first, Darin Van Tassel in 
left, Chris Abner in center and Chuck 
See Briefs, page 10 
THE CYCLIST SHOP 
Bicycles Sales & Repairs 
Touring and Racing Accessories 
"WE WILL GET YOUR BIKE RIGHT" 
#4 Windsor Village 
Next to College Cinema (912)681-2884 
CJ's Minitmart / Deli / Donuts 
Fresh Donuts • Salads 
• Delicious Sub Sandwiches 
Buy Medium drink or coffee and get 
2 donuts FREE with this coupon 
404 Fair Road       Statesboro GA 764-4829 
_(r^omial ly_knownas 'jBig^RecT)__ 
For   Your   Convenience   Two   Locations 
MALL   PAWN   SHOP «ir« 
• Jewelry Repair 
• Jeweler on Puty 
764-2674 
Front   Outside 
Entrance 
Statesboro 
Mall 
• Gun Repair 
• Gunsmith on Duty 
15,000 Comic Books 
(New & Used) 
GALLOPS PAWN & GUN 
681-2592 Hwy. 67 at Burk Halter 
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR 
STUDENTS WHO NEED FREE 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of Financial Aid 
Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. 
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellow- 
ships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private sector 
funding. 
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic 
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence. 
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper 
carriers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . . . etc. 
• Results GUARANTEED. 
CALL 
ANYTIME 
For A Free Brochure 
(800) 346-6401 
•« 
s 
s s s s s s 
s 
s s 
PERMANENT 
>v N 
HAIRCUT 
$10 OFF   \    $5 OFF 
s L 
HIGHLIGHTING 
$5 OFF 
s s s SET OF NAILS 
$5 OFF 
Coupon   Expires   Feb.   12,   1989. 
CALL   NOW FOR APPOINTMENT 
39 South Main Street 764-7596 
We specialize in all 
types of seafood 
We also have steak & 
I chicken sandwiches and 
our soup & salad bar. 
Bring Your Sweatheart 
In For A Valentines Day 
Seafood Feast. 
926 Main St. 
681-3482 
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The George-Anne provides free 
classified listings to students, fac- 
ulty and staff members of Georgia 
Southern College as a campus- 
community service. Free classi- 
fied ads should be written in 25 
words or less. The advertiser's 
name and Landrum Center ad- 
dress must be included with the 
ads. Ads should be non-commer- 
■ cial in nature, should be in good 
taste and are subject to standard 
editing procedures. The editors re- 
serve the right to refuse any free 
classified ad. Free classified list- 
ing should be mailed to The 
George-Anne, Landrum Center 
Box 8001, GSC. Deadline is noon 
Friday prior to publication. Com- 
mercial listings are available at 
$4.50 per column inch, with a one 
inch minimum. Contact the news- 
paper's advertising department at 
681-5418 for more information. 
Announcements 
Aerobic Marathon will be held Tuesday, Feb. 
28, from 4-6 p.m. at Thursday's. Cost is $3 
per person. The event is sponsored by 
Kappa Delta. 
Personals 
Patduck I really miss seeing you. If things 
don't work out with Terri - you know my 
door is always open. Angie R. 
There once was a woman named Kim, who 
caught the attention of him. His name it 
was Churcki, he thought himself luck, to 
love her for it was no whim. 
The Beast is coming -- soon! 
Help Wanted 
Camp Nautilus, Blacks Island needs coun- 
selor/instructors. Sailing, sports fishing, 
. skiing, QCUBA diving and windsurfing. 
Need food service personnel and nursing 
students. Live on island 30 minutes from 
Panama City. Write for application: Camp 
Nautilus, P.O. Box 945, Port St. Joe, Fla. 
32456 and see us at summer job fair Feb. 
21. 
Tall male with good physique and personality 
to deliver balloons. 1 days only (2-14-89). 
Good salary. For appointment, call 681- 
1826. 
National marketing firm seeks mature, ambi- 
tious student to manage on-campus promo- 
tions for top companies this semester. Flex- 
ible hours with earnings potential to 
$2,500. Call LisanneorRebeccaP. at 1-800- 
592-2121. 
Large marketing research firm seeking seri- 
ous individuals to work on in-home re- 
search project. Earn between $400 to $600 
weekly, no experience necessary. Hurry- 
limited positions available. To register, 
rush $2 for registration information and 
handling; a stamped, self addressed enve- 
lope (4 1/8 x 9 1/2) and a resume to P.O. Box 
2703, Detroit, MI 48231. 
Apartments For Rent 
Government homes. Delinquent tax property. 
Repossessions. Call 1-805-687-6000 Ext 
Q5385 for curent repo list. 
Arc you tired of dorms? Get a great apartment 
for only $90 per month. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, 
full kitchen. Call Jim at 764-3886. 
New four bedroom, 3 full baths. Available now 
at Hawthorne II. Call Hendley Realty at 21 
Greenbriar. 681-1166 or 681^197. 
Now renting for Fall 1989. Large two, three 
and four bedroom apartments. Greenbriar 
and Hawthorne. Sign up now to guarantee 
for fall. Call Hendley Realty at 21 green- 
briar. 681-1166. 
One Greenbriar Apt: 2 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath; 
one Hawthorne Apt: 2 bedroom, 2 bath. 
Available now. Call Hendley Realty at 681- 
1166 or 681-4197. 
Services 
No. 1 Eagle Typing Service: Why waste study- 
ing time typing? Let us do you typing. D3M 
word processor. $1.50 page. Call Tom and 
Giny at 1-754-3709. 
Typing - Notify two days in advance. Will 
conform to any style. Experienced. $1.50/ 
page. Call Karen at 839-2088. 
Dog training - need basic control? Help with 
housebreaking, chewing or other dog prob- 
lems? ANy age, breed of puppy or dog. Call 
Leslie Sprando. 587-2374. 
Roommates Wanted 
Female roommate wanted for Spring Quarter 
to share 2 bedroom trailer in Lanier Trailer 
Park. Furnished bedroom, etc. Call 681- 
6672 aRer 5 p.m. 
One bedroom at Sussex. $170/month. Own 
bedroom, share washer and dryer, dish- 
washer. 681-7683 or (912) 474-1010. 
Female roommate neded immediately for a 
large, one bedroom apartment. Rent $100 a 
month. Call Suzanne at 489-1211. 
Rooms to rent! Roommates needed to share a 
3 bedroom, 2 bath house near the mall. 489- 
1925. (Ask for Matt or leave a message). 
Female roommate needed, for more informa- 
tion, contact Sue Harris at 764-6249. 
SPRING BREAK 1989 
MEXICO   7 NIGHTS 
Acapulco from $3<19 
Puerto Vallarta from $349 
Mazatlan from $319 
BAHAMAS 
Freeport from $469 
CARNIVAL CRUISE 
& Ft. Lauderdale Combo from $689 
'AH packages 
include airfare, 
lodging, quad 
occupancy, 
transfers & more. 
Priced from Dallas. 
Call for prices from 
other cities. 
For Reservations & Information Call 
1-800-PASSAGE 
Female roommate needed to share apartment 
in Stadium Club. Rent $175 plus utilities. 
Close to campus. 681-2492 for more infor- 
mation. 
Male roommate'needed for Stadium Walk 
Apt. Rent reasonable. Call 681-6487. 
1 Bedroom house, furnished or unfurnished, 
total electric, central heat and air, frost free 
. refrigerator. Near stadium. Call 764-2525. 
Lost and Found 
Lost: Economics Today (6th edition) text book. 
Lost near the off-campus parking lot on 
Forest Drive just past the intersection of 
Plant Drive. If found, leave a note in Lan- 
drum Box 12824. 
Mascot head stolen from GSC-Mercer game. 
If you have seen the Mercer "Bear" head 
please contact Lia at the SGA office. 681- 
5080. No Questions Asked. 
For Sale 
For sale: Kenwood stereo, dual casette deck, 
two speakers, AM/FM radio and turntable. 
Excellent condition $450 OBO. Call 681- 
6672 after 5 p.m. 
For sale - Men's USA 10 speed bike $25 OBO. 
681-6672 after 5 p.m. 
Bass guitar speaker cabinets — Gallien- 
Kruger cabs with baffle and metal mesh 
covers, 2-15 inch EVM speakers in perfect 
condition, $200 each, call Rod 1-685-5266. 
Golden Retriever puppies just in time for 
Valentines Day! $125. One Shetland 
Sheepdog puppy also for sale, 5 months old. 
764-4491 after 6:00 p.m. 
1982 Firebird, good condition, 4 cy, $2,300. 
839-3586 after 6 p.m. 
1981 Yamaha 250 white and chrome. New 
everything. Runs and looks great. $600. 
Negotiable. 681-7223. Leave message. 
Pioneer KEA330 cassette car stereo, pyramid 
250 watt power booster and equalizer, 1 
pair of JBL 545 6x9 car speakers. Excellent 
condition. $200. Call 764-7902 or 681-6635. 
14'x72' mobile home, 2 br, 2 bath, LR, kitchen/ 
■    DR furnished. Call 681-4422 evenings. 
'67 Dodge Monaco/AC/New Transmission/ 
86,000 original miles/ good condition. $700. 
842-9136 after 6 p.m. 
Yamaha DX100 Synth MTK 4 track cassette 
with mixer, mint condition with accessories 
call 764-8214. Will sell separately. 
Twin size bed. Includes 2 mattresses and 
bedframe. $50 or best offer. Call 681-6672. 
13" RCA Color TV with remote control. Brand 
new. $150 or best offer. Call 681-6672. 
Men's 10 speed bike with lock. $25 or best 
offer. Call 681-6672. 
Kenwood stereo, includes AM/FM stereo, 
dual cassette deck and turntable. Excellent 
condition! $450 or best offer. Call 681-6672. 
1982 4-door Chevette, 1 owner, low mileage, 
excellent condition, reasonable. 739-4064 
after 6 p.m. 
For sale or rent, one D3M select typewriter. 
764-2525. 
1984 Z28 must see to appreciate. Call after 6 
p.m. 863-7655. 
1985 Vista Colt wagon. Excellent condition 
call 681-3328. Price negotiable. 
Pair'living room chairs, lime green, 2 for $50. 
Call 489-1391 (evening). 
Briefs 
Continued from page 9 
Mueller in right. 
GSC finished the 1988 season with 
a 30-27 record winning the TAAC's 
Eastern Division, but losing to Stet- 
son in the championship game of the 
conference tournament. 
***GOLF—Eighth-year head 
coach DougGordin and his 1989 GSC 
golf squad officially open their 1989 
spring season this weekend at the 
Gator Invitational in Gainesville, 
Fla. 
The Eagles participated in three 
tournaments last fall—finishing 
third at the Duke University/John 
Ryan Memorial (28 teams), sixth at 
the Georgia/S.I.C. Falll Classic (10 
teams) and 15th at the Golf World 
Classic (18 teams). 
Seniors Richie Bryant and Chris 
Berens led the Eagles in the fall. 
Eagles 
Continued from page 8 
free throw line nor from the floor. He 
was five of five in field goals, includ- 
ing two of two from three-point land 
and hit all three of his free throw 
attempts for a total of fifteen points; 
twelve of which came in the second 
half. 
"Ben Pierce hit a couple of big three 
pointers for us," remarked Coach 
Kerns. "And Tod Miller made some 
good passes when he was in there." 
Mike Curry added ten points and 
pulled down eight rebounds, second 
on the team to Sanders, who collected 
twelve boards of his own. 
Even though the Eagles pulled out 
the victory, GSC was not at the top of 
their game physically. 
"Sherrod was a little sick and you 
Basketball 
Continued from page 8 
would boil down to a struggle in the 
end. We had a nine-point lead, but 
nine isn't enough with their offense." 
The Eagles converted 21-of-27 on 
the night from the foul line. 
Kerns and Company will be back at 
home in Hanner this Saturday night 
for a 7:30 matchup with TAAC foe 
Stetson. The Eagles used a last sec- 
ond Curry tip-in to beat the Hatters 
in Deland earlier this season. 
STAINS! HJM A L A B A R 
P 0  N T 0 0  NHABILENE 
A  L  G  E  R  I  A|L A C  0 N   I   C 
S  T 0 MUL  I   V  I   DUT   I  M E 
M  E   Li       iLO  Gl      ITAD 
s c A T|U S I NJGWC O T E 
■ S  NAPPE  DllR 0 U  S  E  D 
HEP  TJBfr E  A  KB 
S  E  C E   D ElF REFER SB 
E  L A N1BR[A  R E  RjiS  E  E   R 
RAT!      iGOAl      lAMA 
A M E  NWC  R A  S  SIS   L   I   T 
P   I   R 0  G  U EllO  PALINE 
I  T E   R A T  EBN  0 M   I   N  A  L 
SE  RAPE  s||TYPE  RS 
Second Hand Land 
• Used Furniture *JMw* 
M" 
• Glassware 
• Miscellaneous 
»4 Simmons Shopping Center 
Downtown Statesboro 489-8438 
Club Membership DOES 
Have Its Privileges! 
As a Member of the "College Club" 
you receive the following: 
20% Discount on Everything in the Store 
(BCP's & Sale Items Excluded) 
Unlimited Check Cashing Privileges'1 
i24-Hour Emergency Prescription Service 
Free Delivery To Your Home or Dorm 
jjfc Emergency Charge Privileges 
Only $500 Fee per school year 
(ends 6-15-89) 
Don't Be Without This Security 
You Know That You'll Always Have A Friend In 
Statesboro with the College Club Membership 
FILL OUT FORM BELOW! Mail or Bring by with dues and 
you will receive a personalized 
COLLEGE CLUB CARD 
Name: 
Address:  
City/State:  
Statesboro Address: 
Local Phone:  
Parents or Guardian: 
Address: .  
Citv/State:. 
Downtown 
764-5421 City Drugs Brooklet 
Plaza East 
489-8683 
could tell Sanders' knee was bother- 
ing him." said Kerns. "In the pre- 
game warmups, I could tell we were 
sluggish. Georgia State's had five or 
six days of rest and it will be a real 
gutcheck for the kids. But tonight, 
they showed gritty character in win- 
ning." 
The victory improves the Eagles' 
record to 9-1 in the conference and 
16-3 overall as well as continues 
their ten-game winning streak. 
Strings 
Continued from page 3 
institutions including Yale, Hartt 
School of Music, and the Royal Scot- 
tish Academy. Instruments featured 
include two violins, a viola, and a 
cello. 
The harmonious yet distinct tones 
and qualities of the instruments cre- 
ate rich, full melodies that make the 
music come to life through the skill- 
ful hands of the artists. The combina- 
tion of such talent with an excellent 
repertoire makes the group unique 
and a delight to encounter. 
Whether of not one is musically 
literate or educated, the Alexander 
String Quartet brings to life the true 
character of the universal language 
of music for audiences of all back- 
grounds. 
"We Care" 
13 Northside Dr. E.       764-2524 
AFTER 10:00 PM 
BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE 
Bring a friend! Bring a date! And enjoy great 
savings on The Fresh Alternative, the fresh 
delicious Subway Sandwiches and Salads. 
It's our Late Night 2 for 1 Special. 
For a limited time only. 
Get <3h}S%&/iy^(ltwiatioe 
510 S. MAIN NEXT TO 
HARDEES 
DINE IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY 
OFFER NOT AVAILABLE AT DRIVE-THRU 
Late Nigh! 2 for 1 is available from '0 'til dosing at particioatmg stores only When you buy one footlong 
sandwich or regular salad, plus a 22 oz. soft drink, you'll receive one sandwich or salad of equal or lesser 
cost for FREE. 
WIMf 
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SQUARE       $189 
MEAL DEAL   1 
2 pieces chicken, combination orders only, mashed 
potatoes, gravy, and a buttermilk biscuit 
for only $1.89 plus tax. Limit one per coupon. 
May not be used with any other offer. 
OFFER EXPIRES MARC! I ".. 1W 
THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AT KFC 
202 NORTH MAIN. STATESBORO 
89 SQUARE       $1 
MEAL DEAL    1 
2 pieces chicken, combination orders only, mashed 
potatoes, gravy, and a buttermilk biscuit 
for only $1.89 plus tax. Limit one per coupon. 
May not be used with any other offer. 
Kentucky 
Itied 
Chicken 
j SQUARE        $1 89 ■ MEAL DEAL    1 
I    2 pieces chicken, combination orders only, mashed 
potatoes, gravy, and a buttermilk biscuit 
for only $1.89 plus tax. Limit one per coupon. 
Mav not be used with any other offer. 
0| FER EXPIRES MARCH 5. 1989 
THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AT KFC 
202 NORTH MAIN. STATESBORO 
j SQUARE        $189 
j MEAL DEAL    1 
I    2 pieces chicken, combination orders only, mashed 
potatoes, gravy, and a buttermilk biscuit 
for only $1.89 plus tax. Limit one per coupon. 
May not be used with any other offer. 
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH !>. 19X9 
ITIIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AT KFC 
202 NORTH MAIN. STATESBORO 
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 5. 1989 
THIS OFFER GOOD ONLY AI KFC 
202 NORTI! MAIN. STATESBORO 
Kentucky Fried Chicken 
